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The English-taught Research Master Business Data Science prepares talented and motivated students to enter high quality PhD programs in Business. It is a joint initiative of the Erasmus School of Economics of the Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR), the Faculty of Economics and Business of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), and the School of Business and Economics of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU). Until accreditation is awarded, the courses will be hosted by Tinbergen Institute.

The Research Master Business Data Science is a multidisciplinary research program in which course instruction is provided by top scholars from the three participating Schools with a central focus on the performance of academic research within business disciplines, such as entrepreneurship and innovation, finance, human resources and organization, marketing, and logistics and supply chains.

The Business Data Science program distinguishes itself based on the following unique features:

- It is a two-year research master (120 EC) aiming to train future PhD students who will start their doctorate at one of the Schools in business and economics of the three partner universities.
- It has a strong focus on data science, presented to the students at a higher theoretical level than in a traditional master program.
- It ties the foundations of data science directly to different business fields. The availability of big data from a growing range of interconnected, interactive, and interoperable devices and the concurrent development of powerful quantitative techniques are giving rise to new perspectives and paradigms in scientific practice. This is particularly true in the field of business. As data collection has transformed from a tedious, expensive, and time-consuming practice into a continuous and, often, unobtrusive side-effect of day-to-day practices, behaviors and actions of people within and across organizations can be studied far more closely. Moreover, computing power and storage are not the limiting factors they once were. To leverage these opportunities, there is an increasing demand for highly trained specialists who can extract insights out of big data to solve business-related problems.
- It is a small-scale program, where students work in close collaboration with faculty. The class-size limit of 30 students guarantees a high level of interaction in the classroom, detailed feedback from faculty, and the support of a strong cohort. Individual field courses will generally have fewer students due to their concentration in the various tracks.
- It is embedded in the fervid research culture of three leading universities, benefitting from the expertise and research network of top-notch faculty. Not only are the rich variety of topics and methodological approaches covered in this program unique, the broad network employed/drawn on by participating faculty (with connections at MIT, NYU, LBS, and JADS, to name a few) is a valuable asset for future scholars. The Research Master Business Data Science will create and take advantage of the same excellent educational and research environment and facilities as the Tinbergen Institute MPhil in Economics, including existing practices with regard to student recruitment and placement support. The cooperation between the three Schools guarantees first-rate education provided by highly qualified scholars, embedded in an excellent infrastructure.
- In addition, the program helps students to jumpstart their PhD trajectory not only through solid training, but also with direct experience in research (provided during the seminars, research clinic, research hackathons, skill workshops, thesis, interaction with faculty,
research assistantships opportunities), and teaching (e.g., teaching assistantships opportunities).

The Research Master Business Data Science is therefore highly distinctive from existing training in the field of data science: it is a Research Master’s program that primarily focuses on training academic researchers who apply data science techniques in the discipline of business.

**FACILITIES**

Students are provided with excellent facilities. Most of the classes are organized in Amsterdam (Zuidas) with assigned classrooms, student work places and IT facilities for Research Master students. Classes will also be offered at the Woudestein Campus at EUR in Rotterdam with good facilities for students. Students are assisted with immigration procedures and housing. ARC reimburses travel costs for coursework and provides selected students with scholarships.
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
LEARNING OUTCOMES

Students who successfully complete the Joint Research Master Business Data Science will:

Knowledge
I. have advanced knowledge and broad understanding of quantitative data science research methodology and its applications in business and management; this covers methods in statistics, econometrics, machine learning, and management science;

II. have advanced knowledge and understanding of key application areas in data science, for example in accounting & auditing, entrepreneurship, finance, human resources, marketing, and operations research;

III. have an understanding of business and management that allows them to:
   a. broadly read and understand the current scientific literature in business and management, and follow scientific debates across these sciences, and
   b. successfully embark on independent study in at least one specialized field of research in business or management;

Skills
I. be able to define research questions in business and management and answer these questions by specifying relevant theories, collecting relevant data, and applying advanced data science methods;

II. be able to develop new data science approaches in order to solve relevant research questions in business and management;

III. be able to contribute original research to this field, under academic supervision;

IV. be able to design and specify models that tackle managerially-relevant research questions;

V. be able to design and implement approaches to validate model specifications and algorithms (e.g., formal proofs, analytical demonstrations, or empirical proof-of-concept in field or lab settings);

VI. be able, initially under academic supervision, to produce research papers in one field of specialization that exhibit the qualities necessary for publication in international, peer-reviewed journals;

VII. be able to present and defend their research to an audience of academic researchers;

Attitude
VIII. respect and practice all current standard principles of scientific integrity, ethics, responsible data management and privacy;

IX. have developed an attitude to independently keep track of the developments in one field of specialization and to embark on independent study in this field.

THE CURRICULUM, TEACHING-LEARNING ENVIRONMENT AND QUALITY OF THE TEACHING STAFF ENABLE STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE THE INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES.

Several factors guarantee the achievement of the intended learning outcomes for the Research Master Business Data Science:

i) the selective admission requirements ensure a high-quality, small-scale program;

ii) the intensive curriculum integrates methodological and theoretical knowledge, leveraging the small-scale of the program in interactive lectures and practical sessions;

iii) the teaching faculty has an established research and teaching track-record, further securing the achievement of the intended learning outcomes.
The Research Master in Business Data Science is a two-year program consisting of 120 EC. It is tailored for recent Bachelor’s degree graduates, or those currently still enrolled in an undergraduate degree program, who are looking to pursue a solid course of training leading to a doctoral degree.

**Acquiring skills.** In year 1, the primary objective is to build a solid data science foundation and expose students to a variety of methodological approaches. These skills are applied to various business disciplines in the field courses.

**Building knowledge.** In year 2, students focus on a given business sub-discipline, selecting from among: 1) finance, 2) entrepreneurship and innovation, 3) marketing science, 4) human resources and organization, 5) logistics and supply chain. The courses assigned for each of these sub-disciplines have been carefully selected by a team of experts with the aim of ensuring the perfect learning trajectory that will lead to substantive contributions in the fields of each particular sub-discipline.

**Aligning skills and knowledge.** The program starts with an overview of the business problems that data science can address (in block 0), which also exposes students to fundamental components of the five business fields. This early exposure helps students to absorb and process materials presented later in courses on methodology, with respect to the various business perspectives. Students become further acquainted with the five business fields during seminars held throughout the first year, as well as during the research hackathon. This event makes students think about how to approach the problems that arise in the various disciplines, and puts their knowledge to the test. First year students will address problems in all five business fields, with the help of PhD students and second year Research Master students. In addition to assisting first year students, second year Research Master students will focus on addressing the problems linked to their field of specialization. Finally, the research clinic and the Research Master thesis represent students’ final moments of integrating business and data science, and will showcase their ability to identify relevant problems and address them using cutting-edge techniques to make a substantive contribution to the field. All courses are also open to current PhD students and students in the other ARC Research Master programs who fulfil the prerequisites, which include...
sufficient methodological knowledge with respect to courses on skills acquisition and field specific topics, and field specific knowledge with respect to the courses on business foundations.

Acquiring skills: 55 EC
- Core courses (12): 48 EC
- Preparatory course (1): 1 EC
- Field course (2): 6 EC

Building knowledge: 20 EC
- Field courses (6): 18 EC
- Preparatory course (1): 1 EC
- Seminar series: 1 EC

Aligning skills and knowledge: 45 EC
- Thesis: 30 EC
- Skill Workshops, Research clinic, Research Hackathon: 15 EC

TEACHING CONCEPTS AND METHODS

The teaching methods aim at activating students as much as possible. Most courses will be taught in a mixed format, combining lectures with tutorials. The course lecturer will set out the subject in plenary lectures, striving to optimize interaction with the student audience. Tutorials focus on exercises, on the application of theory discussed in lectures and on practicing skills, and therefore require active student participation. The training of methods and techniques plays an important part throughout the curriculum and mainly takes place in the tutorials. On average, these comprise 9.5 contact hours per week.

Students are stimulated to explore their research interests and options throughout the program. They can choose out of several electives to tailor the curriculum to their interest. Students are stimulated to be pro-active in selecting a research topic for the thesis and in soliciting potential supervisors.

COURSE CALENDAR

The courses are taught in blocks of eight weeks, with lectures during the first six (core courses) or seven weeks (field courses); the eighth week of each block typically serves as an exam week. Exception is block V which is extended by 2 weeks.

The schedule for 2019/2020 is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block 0</th>
<th>Block I</th>
<th>Block II</th>
<th>Block III</th>
<th>Block IV</th>
<th>Block V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 35</td>
<td>Week 36</td>
<td>Week 44</td>
<td>Week 2-9</td>
<td>Week 10</td>
<td>Week 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Week 43</td>
<td>Week 51</td>
<td>Week 17</td>
<td>Week 17</td>
<td>Week 28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Dec 23 - Jan 3 (Week 52-1) Christmas holidays  
April 27 - May 1 (Week 18) Spring break

FIRST YEAR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Block</th>
<th>EC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Foundations (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming basics (Bos - VU)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics (Wagener - UvA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics (Spreij - UvA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Theory for Business (van den Brink &amp; Estevez-Fernandez - VU)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Econometrics I (Schnücker - EUR)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised Machine Learning (Groenen - EUR)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Course: Parallel Computing &amp; Big Data (De Vlaming - VU)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill Workshop: Scientific integrity, Transparent Algorithms, &amp; Ethical Data Analysis (EUR)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Econometrics II -- Microeconometrics (van der Klaauw &amp; Bloemen - VU)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised Machine Learning &amp; Reinforcement Learning (Liberali &amp; Schoonees-EUR)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Hackathon (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Econometrics III -- Time-series Econometrics (Lasak - UvA)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation analysis &amp; Optimization (Heidergott &amp; Ridder - VU)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Language Processing (Donker - EUR, Morren - VU)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Inference &amp; Experimentation (Roos &amp; Chen - EUR)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Learning (Agundez - UvA)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar Series (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field course (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Block</th>
<th>EC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field courses (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian Econometrics (Paap - EUR)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research clinic (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills workshops: Review process, academic writing and presentations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Hackathon (EUR, UvA, VU)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Master Thesis</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Field Specific Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finance</th>
<th>Lecturers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporate Finance</strong></td>
<td>Vladimir (UvA) &amp; Gryglewicz (EUR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset Pricing</strong></td>
<td>Laeven, Vellekoop (UvA), Szymanowska (EUR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Empirical Asset Pricing</strong></td>
<td>Eiling (UvA), Andonov (UvA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computational Finance</strong></td>
<td>(UvA, VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial technology</strong></td>
<td>(EUR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Entrepreneurship/Innovation, Marketing, HR/OB</td>
<td>Lecturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Driven Business Innovation and Entrepreneurship</strong></td>
<td>Masurel (VU), Tomaselli (UvA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence Based Innovation Strategy</strong></td>
<td>Bartelsman, König (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marketing Science</strong></td>
<td>Dellaert, Stremersch, Camacho (EUR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marketing Performance</strong></td>
<td>Pauwels (Northeastern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retailing and e-commerce</strong></td>
<td>Konus, Guyt (UvA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Media Data Analytics for Business</strong></td>
<td>Bos &amp; Lindner (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foundation of HR</strong></td>
<td>Lee (UvA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foundation of OB</strong></td>
<td>Khapova (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HR Analytics</strong></td>
<td>Lee (UvA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prediction &amp; Forecasting</strong></td>
<td>Koopman (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logistics &amp; Supply Chain</strong></td>
<td>Lecturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Economic Networks Analysis</strong></td>
<td>Heidergott &amp; Lindner (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economics and Management of Network Businesses and Markets</strong></td>
<td>Verhoef, Pels, de Graaff, König (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heuristic Optimization Methods</strong></td>
<td>Gromicho &amp; Vigo (VU), (EUR/UvA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integer Linear Programming</strong></td>
<td>Dullaert, De Leeuw, Roberti, &amp; Maroti (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decomposition Methods</strong></td>
<td>Dabia, Roberti, &amp; Stougie (VU), (EUR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other electives for all</strong></td>
<td>Lecturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel Computing &amp; Big Data</strong></td>
<td>De Vlaming (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Science Genetics</strong></td>
<td>Koellinger &amp; de Vlaming (VU)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Specific entry requirements

Admission to the Research Master Business Data Science is achieved on a highly selective basis. No more than 30 students are admitted to the program each year. Admission is determined by an Admissions Board consisting of research fellows affiliated with the participating Schools and chaired by the Director of Graduate Studies. Criteria for admission are:

1 - Bachelor’s degree
A Bachelor's degree, preferably in Econometrics, Operation Research, or Data Science. Students must complete their Bachelor’s program prior to starting the Master's program.

2 - Recent GMAT and/or GRE (Graduate Record Examination)
Valid GMAT and/or GRE results from all international applicants (Dutch citizens exempted from this requirement). Applicants with a GMAT score below 700 or a GRE Quantitative score below 160 will not be considered. Successful applicants typically rank among the top 10% of examinees on the quantitative section of the GMAT or GRE.

3 - Excellent command of English
Students whose native language is not English are required to demonstrate English proficiency in one of two ways:
   a. by holding a degree from a Dutch university or an institution at which English is the language of instruction, or:
   b. by scoring at least 600 on the paper-based Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), 250 on the computer-based TOEFL, 100 on the internet-based TOEFL or 7 on the The International English Language Testing System (IELTS).

4 - Letter of motivation and research proposal
Students should be strongly motivated to pursue a career in (academic) research. Such motivation will be assessed based on a written letter of intent, including a research proposal (maximum two
pages). The statement of purpose should be 300-500 words: it should include an explanation of the applicant's purpose for undertaking graduate study, his/her reasons for applying to the Research Master Business Data Science in particular, his/her research interests, professional plans, and career goals. An interview with the Director of Graduate Studies and/or members of the Admission Board may be included in the selection procedure.

5 - Writing Sample (optional)
Bachelor or master thesis (in English) or a published article.

6 - Two letters of recommendation
Students must submit two letters of recommendation attesting to their capabilities and aspirations.

7 - Curriculum Vitae and passport.

**APPLICATION DEADLINES**

The application deadlines for enrolment in September are:
- April 1 (all)
- June 1 (EEA and Swiss nationals only)

After the April deadline applications will be processed on a rolling basis.

All applicants are advised to submit their application early, because slots in the program and funding opportunities are limited. In any case, non-EEA/non-Swiss nationals should apply before the April 1 deadline.

Interested students should apply online through this link: https://tinbergen.embark.com/auth/login. For more detailed information on admission, fees and application procedures, please contact the BDS Admissions Officer
Judith van Kronenburg, Tel: +31 (0)10 40 88919.

**TUITION FEES**
For Research Master students. The tuition fees are determined annually by the Dutch government and the universities. They are due until all examinations are passed, including the completion of the research master thesis.

The annual tuition fee for the academic year 2019-2020 is:
- EEA national € 2,078
- non-EEA national € 15,000
- students holding a Dutch MSc degree € 15,000

14
For PhD students. In the PhD phase no tuition fees are charged.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
We encourage all Business Data Science students to apply for external financial support. There are various grants and scholarships available, including:

- The Dutch Ministry of Education and Sciences offers scholarships covering costs of living expenses within the framework of cultural agreements between the Netherlands and other countries. Information is available from the Dutch embassy or consulate in your country or via [1] and [2].
- In certain cases it is possible for Dutch/EU students to receive a monthly student loan or a partial refund of their tuition fees from the Dutch government ([3]).
- You can also contact the Ministry for Higher Education in your own country. There may be funds or foundations available for students planning to study abroad (e.g., the [4] for students from Colombia).
- EUR, UvA, and VU scholarships:
  - Erasmus Education Fund is highly committed to recognising excellence in academic achievement through offering financial support for talented students. Several scholarships are available per year for students who are motivated to study Bachelor’s or Master’s at Erasmus School of Economics. European nationals paying a statutory tuition fee have a chance to receive a one-year tuition fee compensation and non-European students can receive a €3,000 reduction on their institution tuition fee. Click here for more information.
  - UvA: Amsterdam Merit Scholarship (AMS). The University of Amsterdam aims to attract the world’s brightest students to its international classrooms. Outstanding students from outside the European Economic Area can apply for an (AMS), which covers your full tuition fee + a €3,500 start-up allowance. A limited number of AMS scholarships is available for non-EEA students in the Master’s programmes. Last year the top 8 percent of non-EEA MSc students were awarded an Amsterdam Merit Scholarship.
  - The [5] offers talented prospective students the unique opportunity to pursue a degree from a selection of Master’s programmes at VU Amsterdam. VU Amsterdam has committed to providing approximately 1 million euro towards attracting highly motivated, excellent students. The deadline for application will be published here soon.
- For other scholarships, please check the EUR website.

TEACHING AND RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS
The first year of the program leaves little or no time for any jobs. During the second year, students can apply for teaching and research assistantships in one of the departments connected with MPhil thesis research.

REMUNERATION OF PHD STUDENTS
Students in the program’s PhD phase are employed by one of the faculties as PhD researchers. These are full-time positions that come with all of the benefits of employment, including a good salary. A gross salary starts at €2,640 per month. In their final year, students will receive a monthly gross wage of €2,840. More information are available. Most positions include a small teaching assignment to help the students gain teaching experience, which is useful for those considering an academic career.

LIVING EXPENSES
Students living and studying in the Netherlands for one year spend between €800 and €1,100 a month. More information on living expenses can be found.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Core courses

Statistics

Instructor: dr. P.J.C. Spreij (UvA)

Short subject description: The course starts off with the very first principles of probability and quickly passes on to essential statistical techniques. Estimation and testing theory will be reviewed, including maximum likelihood estimators, likelihood ratio test and (least squares) regression.

Course contents: In the course we treat the following topics: sample spaces, probability measures, distribution functions, random variables with discrete and continuous distributions, functions of random variables, multivariate distributions, random vectors, independent random variables, conditional distributions, functions of random vectors and their distributions, expectation and variance, covariance and correlation, the law of large numbers, central limit theorem, chi-square and t-distributions, estimation, method of moments, maximum likelihood, large sample theory, confidence intervals, Cramer-Rao bound, hypothesis testing, Neyman-Pearson paradigm, likelihood ratio tests, confidence intervals, linear regression, least squares estimation of regression parameters, testing regression hypotheses.

Course objective: After the course students will be able to apply fundamental techniques needed for statistical inference. They will also be in the position to continue study and research on a more advanced level.

Information will also become available on staff.science.uva.nl/~spreij/onderwijs/TI/statistics.html


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 1

Credits: 4 EC

Fundamental Mathematics

Instructor: dr. F.O.O. Wagener (UvA)

Short subject description: This course reviews fundamental mathematical methods that they will need in the course of the BDS programme.

Course content:
1. matrix algebra
2. vector calculus
3. static optimisation
4. integration
5. differential equations
6. dynamic optimisation

Course objective: The students will learn to work with mathematical results that are necessary for a fundamental understanding of economic theory.

Literature: lecture notes

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 1

17
Decision Theory for Business

Instructors: dr. J.R. van den Brink (VU), dr. A. Estevez-Fernandez (VU)

Short subject description: Decision Theory models problems of individual and group decision making, trying to optimize certain objectives and/or reach desirable outcomes.

Course content: Understanding how people make decisions is essential to understand Business processes. In many decision situations in Business, agents have to make strategic decisions, trying to optimize their own objective, but taking account of the behavior of their competitors who usually have conflicting interests. This can be between firms (for example, when firms compete on markets), between firms and other agents (for example, in wage negotiations between firms and trade unions), but also within firms (for example, to decide if it is optimal to monitor employees). Strategic or non-cooperative game theory studies these strategic decision situations. Specifically, we give attention to contract theory and auctions. On the other hand, coalitional game theory is often used as a decision support system in valuation problems, for example in remuneration within firms, cost/budget allocation, or attribution problems such as its application in Google Analytics’ data driven attribution model which is used, for example, in marketing conversion. In this course, we will discuss basic methods and models of decision making, such as game theory and multi criteria analysis, and consider application to business situations. Besides the business related examples mentioned above, we discuss some decision models that are the foundation of microeconomics such as models of consumer behavior and game theoretic models of industrial organization.

Course objective: The course intends to let the students get familiar with basic models of decision making, including individual decision making, interdependent decision making (game theory) and multi criteria analysis. Moreover, the students learn how to apply these models and tools to optimize decision making in various business situations and microeconomics.

Literature: lecture notes and selected papers

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: exam (50%) and take-home assignment (50%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 1

Credits: 4 EC

Econometrics I

Instructor: dr. A. Schnücker (EUR)

Short subject description: This course provides knowledge on the quantitative analysis of economic data.

Course contents: In this course we provide an understanding of basic econometric methods. Knowledge of these methods allows one to understand modern empirical economic literature and to perform one's own analysis of economic and business data. The technique of regression is discussed, as well as various extensions that are needed in concrete applications to deal with, for example, heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, endogeneity, and non-linearities. Furthermore an introduction to discrete choice modeling is given. The main emphasis of the course is on the interpretation of models and outcomes of estimation and testing procedures. The students practice this themselves by analyzing economic and business data by means of the econometric software package EViews and by interpreting and extending formulas for basic models and concepts.

Course objectives: After this course students will be able to apply econometric techniques to answer empirical questions and will be able to critically evaluate econometric models.

Literature:
Unsupervised Machine Learning & Reinforcement Learning


Short subject description: This course focuses on using machine learning methods to model and solve problems relevant to management science problems. The course partially focuses on unsupervised machine learning techniques that aim at finding meaningful patterns in data. Several nonparametric exploratory techniques are treated. The other main focus of this course is on reinforcement learning. Here, it will also focus on the design, solution, and implementation of learning methods for sequential decision-making under uncertainty. Sequential decision problems involve a trade-off between exploitation (acting on the information already collected) and exploration (gathering more information). These problems arise in many important domains, ranging from online advertising, clinical trials, website optimization, marketing campaign and revenue management.

Course content:
1. principal components analysis (PCA) including PCA for big and sparse data
2. clustering techniques (k-means, hierarchical, convex clustering)
3. mixture models
4. multidimensional scaling
5. introduction to reinforcement learning and multi-armed bandits
   a. Examples, formulation and preliminary results
6. multi-armed bandit methods
   a. Optimality of index-based policies
   b. Heuristics: one-step look ahead, regret policies, Thompson sampling
7. multi-armed bandit modeling strategies and applications

Course objective: To understanding the fundamental building blocks of machine learning methods, being able to choose from them, being able to program these methods, and being able to apply them sensibly.

Literature:
Introduction to Statistical Learning ()
The Elements of Statistical Learning ()

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: Each student will have to complete two assignments (25% of the final grade) and produce a final paper (75% of the final grade).

Prerequisites:
- Linear and logistic regression
- Linear algebra
- R (or Python or Matlab) skills

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 3

Credits: 4 EC
Supervised Machine Learning

Instructors: prof. dr. P.J.F. Groenen (EUR)

Short subject description: Statistical learning methods arising from statistics, machine learning, and data science have become more widespread available. Machine learning methods can be split in supervised learning with the aim of predicting a response variable and unsupervised learning describing the relations between all variables simultaneously. This course focuses on supervised learning and has as its goal that the student obtains a thorough technical understanding of selection of supervised machine learning techniques, can choose between them sensibly, can implement the technique in a high level language such as R, python, Julia, or Octave, and can write a report about the technique.

Course content: The book of Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2001, 1st edition) has been a milestone in connecting statistical ideas into machine learning techniques. Parts of this book will form the basis of this course. A tentative overview of techniques and ideas to be treated are a selection of linear methods for regression, linear methods for classification, basis expansion and regularization, model assessment and selection, classification and regression trees, ensemble learning (random forests, bagging, and boosting), regularized generalized canonical correlation analysis, partial least-squares, and support vector machines.

Course objective: To understanding the fundamental building blocks of several machine learning methods, being able to choose from them, being able to program these methods, and being able to apply them sensibly.


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: Participants of this course will do group assignments (25%) and a final exam (75%).

Prerequisites: linear algebra, knowledge about optimization, regression, programming skills in a higher language such as R, Python, Julia, Octave or MatLab

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 2

Credits: 4 EC

Causal Inference & Experimentation

Instructors: dr. J. M.T. Roos (EUR), dr. Xi Chen (EUR)

Short subject description: This course presents an integrated view of causal inference: the dominant theories and their connections with tools from econometrics and randomized experiments.

Course content: This course gives an integrated view of causal inference. It covers basic questions like what is causality and how is it different from correlation? It addresses conceptual issues, like how to express causal relations and prove identification. And it connects these ideas with implementations from statistics, econometrics, and experimental design. The course presents the two dominant theories of causal inference. One is Rubin's Potential Outcomes framework. The other is Pearl's graphical Structural Causal Models. The course presents Pearl's theory in depth while connecting it with Rubin's framework. Important differences between the two frameworks are also explored.

The course emphasizes techniques for exploring causality in the context of applied problems. But it also connects these tools with concepts from econometrics and randomized trials, including: instrumental variables, propensity scores, differences-in-differences, regression discontinuity, stratification, direct and indirect effects, confounding, and selection.

Course objective: Students will understand how to determine the data, assumptions, and tools needed to identify and measure causal effects.

Literature: A mix of lecture notes, online texts (tbd), and scientific articles (tbd).
Econometrics II: Microeconometrics

Instructors: prof. dr. B. van der Klaauw (VU), dr. H.G. Bloemen (VU)

Short subject description: This course focuses on drawing inference from cross-sectional and panel data using techniques that are frequently used in applied econometric research.

Course content: Many empirical questions in economics require estimating causal parameters. Regression models provide correlations which only have a causal interpretation if the zero conditional mean assumption holds. This assumption is often violated, for example when there are omitted variables, non-random sampling, reversed causality or measurement errors in regressors. In this course we discuss methods dealing with these confounding factors. In particular, we consider limited dependent variable models, instrumental variables estimation, panel data models and sample weighting. In this course, we introduce the potential outcomes model, which is the most general model for defining treatment effects such as average treatment effect, average treatment effect on the treated, quantile treatment effects and local average treatment effects. The emphasis of the course is on identification, estimation and interpretation rather than a thorough treatment of the asymptotic properties of the estimators. During the course applications of the different methods are discussed, mainly in the fields of labor economics, health economics, and the economics of education.

Course objective: The key objective of the course is applying microeconometric techniques rather than deriving econometric and statistical properties of estimators. After the course student should be able to decide about the appropriate model, apply the estimation method correctly, and they should be able to interpret the estimation results.


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 3

Credits: 4 EC

Econometrics III: Time-series Econometrics

Instructor: dr. K.A. Lasak (UvA)

Short subject description: This course provides knowledge on the quantitative analysis of economic time series.

Course content: In this course we provide an understanding of basic econometric methods for the analysis of time series. Knowledge of these methods allows one to understand modern empirical economic literature and to perform one's own analysis of economic and business time series data. Autoregressive Moving-Average (ARMA) models are considered for stationary time series. Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models are discussed for describing the time-varying volatility of time series. Models (and tests) for deterministic and stochastic trends are addressed. It is discussed how forecasts are computed and assessed. Further, multivariate time series models are considered: the Vector Autoregression (VAR) and cointegration. The main emphasis of the course is on the interpretation of models and outcomes of estimation and testing procedures. The students practice this themselves by analyzing economic and business time series by means of the econometric software package EViews and by interpreting and extending formulae for basic models and concepts.
Course objectives: After this course students will be able to apply time series models to answer empirical questions and will be able to critically evaluate such models.

Literature:

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 4

Credits: 4 EC

Simulation analysis & Optimization

Instructors: prof. dr. B.F. Heidergott (VU), dr. A.A.N Ridder (VU)

Short subject description: This course addresses the use of computer simulation for the analysis and optimization of stochastic dynamic models. Applications will stem from a wide range of domains from Financial Engineering and Business Processes.

Course content: This course gives a broad treatment of the important aspects of Monte Carlo simulation and its applications in areas such as inventory control, project planning, reliability, risk analysis and financial models. The emphasis is on modeling the stochastic dynamic system as a discrete event system, and analyzing and improving its performance by means of discrete event simulation. The topics covered include generating random numbers, selecting input distributions and model validation. The course also teaches the statistical output analysis and the use of simulation in optimization and learning.

Course objective: After successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. model real-life problems by discrete-event models,
2. conduct Monte Carlo simulation-based analysis of a problem and provide an output analysis,
3. apply simulation in optimization and learning, and to report on their findings.

Literature:
Chapters 1,2,5,6,7,8,9 of Averill Law: Simulation Modeling and Analysis, Mc Graw Hill 4-th or 5-th ed.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: sit-in written exam (3 hours; 75%, at least 5.0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (partly numerical computer work; 25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 4

Credits: 4 EC

Natural Language Processing

Instructor: dr. Meike Morren (VU) and prof. dr. Bas Donkers (EUR)

Short subject description: Natural language processing (NLP) comprises statistical and machine learning tools for automatically analysing text data to derive useful insights from it. Vast amounts of information are stored in this form, and hence NLP has become one of the essential technologies of the big data age. In this course, core concepts and techniques from the area will be studied, with a focus on methods that are popular in business applications. These include n-gram models, word vectors, sentiment analysis and topic modelling.

Course content:
1. Information theory, regular expressions and edit distances
2. The n-gram model and corpus processing (tokenization, stemming, lemmatization, parsing).
3. Word vectors and embeddings
4. Sentiment analysis
Course objective: Understanding the fundamentals of natural language processing including different ways of representing text data for statistical analysis, being able to discuss and apply different sentiment analysis and topic modelling techniques, programming selected algorithms involved in these methods, and getting acquainted with NLP research areas.


Selected papers, including:

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: Participants of this course will do group assignments (25%) and a final individual assignment (75%).

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 4

Credits: 4 EC
Deep Learning

Instructor: dr. R. Agundez (UvA)

Short subject description: A both theoretical and practical course on deep learning, its applications, state of the art and future deep learning.

Course content:
1. Introduction to Deep Learning (theory and practice)
2. Deep Learning components (gradient descent models, loss functions, avoiding over-fitting, introducing asymmetry)
3. Feed forward neural networks
4. Transfer learning (pre-trained image classification models, pre-trained embeddings, examples of pre-trained models in images and text (GloVe embeddings, Word2Vec, VGG16, etc.) , bottleneck features and their use)
5. Convolutional neural networks
6. Embeddings
7. Recurrent neural networks
8. Long-short term memory units
9. Gated recurrent units
10. reinforcement learning.

Course objective: To understanding the fundamental building blocks of deep learning methods, being able to choose from them, being able to program these methods, and being able to apply them sensibly.

Literature: lecture notes, selected articles and book chapters

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: participation (5%), assignments (25%) and final project (70%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 5

Credits: 4 EC
Advanced core courses

These courses can be selected by students with a sufficient knowledge of statistics, mathematics and econometrics.

Asymptotic Theory

Instructors: dr. P.J.C. Spreij (UvA)

Short subject description: This is a crash course, highlighting the main principles of measure theory and asymptotic methods in statistics.

Course content: Part I: Sigma-algebras, measure, integration w.r.t. a measure, limit theorems, product measure and integration, change of measure, conditional expectation. Part II: Multivariate central limit theorem, quadratic forms, delta-method, moment estimators, Z-and M-estimators, consistency and asymptotic normality, maximum likelihood estimators.

Course objective: After the course students will be familiar with the mathematical fundamentals of measure theory and asymptotic methods in statistics.

Literature: lecture notes

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 1

Credits: 4 EC

Advanced Mathematics

Instructor: dr. F.O.O. Wagener (UvA)

Short subject description: This course is aimed at students with a quantitative background, like econometrics, mathematics, physics etc. It reviews advanced mathematical methods that they will need in the course of the BDS programme.

Course content: After the course the students will learn to work with the main results of the following areas:
1. Real analysis, especially different notions of convergence
2. Fixed point theorems
3. Differential equations
4. Static optimisation
5. Calculus of variations and optimal control
6. Discrete time dynamic optimisation.

Course objective: The students will learn to work with mathematical results that are necessary for an advanced understanding of economic theory.

Literature: Lecture notes.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 1

Credits: 4 EC

Advanced Econometrics I
Instructor: dr. C.S. Bos (VU)

**Short subject description:** Advanced Econometrics I covers the background Econometric Theory and a set of Microeconometric models.

**Course content:** The course is built up around the book of Cameron & Trivedi, with references to the material of Hansen. The first four lectures discuss ordinary least squares and related methods, maximum likelihood, hypothesis and specification testing. They are followed by a discussion of the main microeconometric models, including models for binary and multinomial outcomes, tobit and selection models, and finally models for duration data. Theoretical exercises are discussed throughout this course. Concepts are illustrated by means of simulations and empirical applications. In class, the Python programming environment is used, though students are free to choose their own.

**Course objective:** By the end of this course, students will have gained a thorough understanding of the theory behind basic least squares estimation and inference, and the extension towards estimation through a likelihood function. They are able to apply this knowledge on microeconometric models, and understand the consequences of modelling decisions. This will have set the scene for the more general models and estimators to be covered in Advanced Econometrics II and III.


**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 1, Block 2

**Credits:** 4 EC

---

**Advanced Econometrics II**

**Instructor:** prof. dr. F.R. Kleibergen (UvA) and dr. A. Pick (EUR)

**Short subject description:** Advanced Econometrics II develops the necessary theory for understanding core econometric techniques based on regression, GMM and likelihood methods.

**Course content:** The course considers chapters 8-12 of Davidson & MacKinnon’s textbook dealing with Instrumental Variables, Generalized Method of Moments and Likelihood based techniques. Modeling approaches, estimation and testing methods are developed and asymptotic techniques and finite sample properties are discussed.

**Course objective:** Obtaining a deep understanding of econometric theory and the practice of producing econometric inference especially with respect to the specification, estimation, and testing of models for linear and nonlinear relationships by least-squares, instrumental variables and GMM or likelihood based techniques.


**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 1, Block 3

**Credits:** 4 EC
Advanced Econometrics III

Instructors: prof. dr. H.P. Boswijk (UvA) and prof. dr. S.J. Koopman (VU)

Short subject description: This course discusses advanced models and methods for the econometric analysis of economic and financial time series.

Course content: Several major advances in time-series econometrics and likelihood-based inference have occurred in the past years. These advances have provided a major breakthrough in the modeling of time series using advanced up-to-date econometric methodologies. The first part of the course aims to provide a thorough understanding of linear time series models, including frequency domain analysis, multivariate models and cointegration. The second part focuses on state space models and the Kalman filter, discussing signal extraction, maximum likelihood estimation and dynamic factor models. The course will also discuss ARCH and score-driven volatility models. Various empirical illustrations in economics and finance will be discussed.

Course objective: Students will receive a good training in time-series econometrics, the modeling of economic and financial time series using advanced techniques.

Literature:

Compulsory:

Recommended:

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 4

Credits: 4 EC

Compulsory Field Courses

Business Foundations (block 0 course)

Instructors: prof. dr. W.E.H. Dullaert (VU), prof. dr. W. Stam (VU), prof. dr. S. Stremersch (EUR), and dr. C.I.S.G. Lee (UvA)

Short subject description: The course provides an overview of business principles, and it introduces the students to the different business disciplines they can focus on in the second year of their study program.

Course content: The course provides a synopsis of the types of decisions each business field faces, highlighting the most relevant topics and problems per field, as well as how data science can help to address these business problems. The broad objective of this course is to present the students with a business framework that will allow them to see how future courses relate to each other. It is not designed to answer all business questions, as the business world is much too complex to be “covered” in a single course. Instead, this course is designed to generate more questions than can be answered. The answers to those questions will come later as students proceed through the business data science curriculum all the way to their research master thesis.

Course objective: Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Understand the basic principles of business, including the types of decisions that each business discipline faces.
2. Explain how the various functional areas of a business (such as marketing, organization, logistic, finance) contribute to the formulation of common business decisions.
3. Identify relevant business problems per research discipline.
4. Understand how data science can be used to address these business problems.
5. Have an understanding of business that allows them to broadly read and understand the current scientific literature in business and management, and follow scientific debates across these sciences.

**Literature:** lectures notes and slides

**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** assignment (100%)

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 1, Block 0

**Credits:** 1 EC

---

**Principles of Programming (block 0 course)**

**Instructor:** dr. C.S. Bos (VU)

**Short subject description:** This course provides a primer to students on how to tackle in general a programming problem in Econometrics.

**Course content:** During four consecutive days, the basics of programming in Econometrics are explained. This course starts with a single day where we discuss the basic syntax of the programming language Python, with excursions to other languages like Matlab and/or Julia. Using Python as a workhorse, during the next three days general concepts of programming are discussed, including how to proceed from a set of equations via an algorithm to a valid program, robustness of programming, and other more practical topics related to Econometrics. Each of the topics is explained using Python code, exploring syntax and pitfalls as we go. The course is split between a theoretical and a practical part. The theoretical part assumes a matrix-oriented programming language. It is not immediately related to a specific programming environment, though examples will be given in Python, with some Matlab and Julia for comparison. For BDS MPhil students, the practical part of the course uses Python to implement several exercises, under the guidance of assistants. Students are expected to have studied the initial exercise E0, available through the website mentioned below, before the start of the course. They are welcomed to read through the slides on the syntax, ppectr_python_syntax.pdf in advance. Background material can be found at the websites of Kevin Sheppard, or Thomas Sargent & John Stachurski.

**Course objective:** After the course students are able to analyze the programming problem they have at hand, to split the task into smaller subtasks and define clearly the dependencies between the tasks. They have learned how to structure their program, and how to choose wisely the data structure that is helpful in solving the problem. They are able to set up the necessary code in Python.

**Literature:**
Python for Econometrics, Kevin Sheppard, https://www.kevinsheppard.com/Python_for_Econometrics
Slides (available through )

**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** take home test (100%)

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 0, Block 0

**Credits:** 1 EC

---

**Parallel Computing & Big Data**

**Instructor:** dr. R. de Vlaming (VU)

**Short subject description:**
Parallel-computing techniques are increasingly important for data science in business. This course provides the underlying theory as well hands-on applications of state-of-the-art techniques for parallel computing.
Course content:
Big data is omnipresent in modern society: ranging from GPS to weather data, online shopping behaviour, biobanks holding genetic data, and so on. Moreover, big data is becoming increasingly important for data science in business. Although big data, in conjunction with machine-learning techniques, promises both new and deeper insights into, for instance, consumer behaviour, such promises cannot be fulfilled unless one is able to analyse such data efficiently. Parallel computing provides the means to make many big-data analyses feasible. This course, therefore, teaches students state-of-the-art parallel-computing techniques. The course considers both theory as well as hands-on applications.
On the theoretical side, the course considers elementary parallel algorithms, metrics to evaluate performance, the scalability of parallel algorithms, and methods for designing parallel algorithms. On the practical side, students will get hands-on experience with parallel computing in R and Python, in particular using Apache Spark. In addition, students will get acquainted with parallel computing using dockers. Finally, students will use the Lisa system (part of the Dutch super computer facilities) to carry out parallel-programming assignments.
For this course, students are expected to have prior experience with one or more high-level programming languages, such as R, Python, C, and Matlab.

Course objectives:
1. A deep theoretical understanding of
   a. basic parallel algorithms,
   b. performance metrics in parallel computing,
   c. scalability of parallel problems, and
   d. methods for designing parallel algorithms.
2. Learn to write parallel code in R and Python.
3. Learn to handle and work with
   a. big data,
   b. the Lisa super computer system,
   c. Apache Spark, and
   d. dockers.


Assessment methods: homework assignments (25%), exam (75%)

Term (Year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, block 2

Credits: 3 EC

Track-Specific Field Courses: Finance

Corporate Finance

Instructors: dr. V. Vladimirov (UvA) and dr. S. Gryglewicz (EUR)

Short subject description: Corporate finance is the area of finance dealing with monetary decisions made by business enterprises and the tools and analysis used to make these decisions.

Course content: This course covers core and new topics in corporate finance theory with an emphasis on introducing the microeconomic tools needed to address open research questions. Students are expected to be familiar with basic notions in finance and game theory. Some basic knowledge of contract theory is an advantage, but the course will be largely self-contained in this respect. The main focus of the lectures will be on financial contracting in the presence of agency problems, asymmetric information, and incomplete contracting. Further topics may include real options and dynamic financial contracting. For each topic there will be some recommended and/or required literature to accompany the lectures. The textbook closest to the material covered in class is Tirole "The Theory of Corporate Finance", Princeton University Press, 2006.
However, readings will be based mostly on articles. A detailed list of reading assignments will be available at the start of the course.

Course objective: Students will become aware of the basic principles and issues in corporate finance as well as of the tools needed to address these issues. This should give them first basis to do own research in the field, both theoretical as well as empirical.

Literature: Core readings are marked with an (*).

Basic tools of financial contracting and security design:
- Tirole (2006). The Theory of Corporate Finance, Princeton University Press, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7. (*)

Incomplete Contracting:

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1 or 2, Block 4

Credits: 3 EC

Asset Pricing


Short subject description: Asset Pricing is concerned with the value of uncertain future payoffs.

Course content: This course provides an introductory yet comprehensive and rigorous treatment of modern asset pricing theory. It covers the following topics:

1. Expected utility, risk aversion and single period portfolio choice;
2. Mean-variance analysis and CAPM;
3. Multifactor pricing models;
4. Stochastic discount factors and the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing;
5. Dynamic programming and pricing in incomplete markets;
6. Derivatives;
7. Stochastic calculus.

Course objective: Students who successfully complete this course will have an in-depth overview of modern asset pricing theory.

Literature: Selected chapters from:
Selected articles and Lecture notes and other material, to be made available via Canvas.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: written closed book exam (85%) and homework assignments (15%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1 or 2, Block 3

Credits: 3 EC

Financial Technology

Instructor: tbd (EUR)

Short subject description: Financial Technology (FinTech) covers technology-enabled business model innovation in the financial services industry.

Course content: FinTech covers technology-enabled business model innovation in the financial services industry. FinTech is rapidly evolving across the globe and represents an existential challenge for major parts of the financial sector. These innovative technologies can disrupt existing industry structures and blur industry boundaries, facilitate disintermediation, radically change how firms create and deliver products and services, generate significant privacy, regulatory and law-enforcement challenges, offer new gateways for entrepreneurship, and create opportunities for inclusive growth.

In this course, we will provide an introductory overview of innovations that are central to FinTech. Specifically, these innovations include cryptocurrencies and the blockchain, mobile and digital payment systems, social trading and robo advice, marketplace lending, crowdfunding. We will also explore threats and opportunities that these technologies pose to incumbent firms and discuss the way that FinTech interacts with law enforcement and regulation issues. The approach adopted to address these themes is analytical. Furthermore, the course will feature a number of guest speakers from industry.

Course objective: At the end of this course students will be able to:
1. Demonstrate a broad understanding of what FinTech is and why it emerged.
2. Understand and explain the fundamentals of the following FinTech: blockchain/cryptocurrency, payment systems, crowdfunding, marketplace lending, social trading/robo advice.
3. Analyze the potential of these FinTech and evaluate why they may change financial services.
4. Understand and explain how technology and regulation are interacting and impacting on financial services.


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: assignments (15%), and written exam (85%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 2, block 2
Empirical Asset Pricing

Instructors: dr. E. Eiling (UvA), dr. A. Andonov (UvA)

Short subject description: Empirical Asset Pricing studies the time-series and the cross-sectional behavior of asset prices. The field is highly relevant for research in financial economics. It is the basis for any study in investments and also fundamental to many financial management applications such as risk management, portfolio selection and performance evaluation.

Course content:
1. Cross-section of stock returns
2. Cross-section of stock returns (presentations)
3. Time-series return predictability
4. Mutual funds and asset management
5. The cross-section and time series of currency returns
6. Private equity and alternative assets
7. Investments and consumption-based asset pricing
8. Student presentations.

Course objective: Students who successfully complete this course will have an in-depth overview of important and broad literatures in the field. Students will become familiar with empirical methods in addressing related research topics, and they will be able to critically review existing evidence as well as replicate and extend related academic studies.

Literature: Lecture notes and selected articles.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: assignments (25%), term project (incl. final presentation, 75%)

Recommended entrance course: Asset Pricing

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 1 or 2, block 5

Credits: 3 EC

Computational Finance

Instructor: tbd (UvA)

Short subject description: Computational finance, generally referring to the application of computational techniques to finance, has become an integral part of modeling, analysis, and decision-making in the financial industry. In this course an introduction will be given to the theory of derivative pricing.

Course content: Many models used in finance end up in formulation of highly mathematical problems. Solving these equations exactly in closed form is impossible as the experience in other fields suggests. Therefore, we have to look for efficient numerical algorithms in solving complex problems such as option pricing, risk analysis, portfolio management, etc.
Computational finance, generally referring to the application of computational techniques to finance, has become an integral part of modeling, analysis, and decision-making in the financial industry. In this course an introduction will be given to the theory of derivative pricing. Several computational approaches such as Monte Carlo methods, lattice methods, and numerical PDE (Partial Differential Equation) techniques will be covered. The application of these algorithms on distributed computing architectures will be outlined.

Course objective: Introduction into derivatives pricing models and numerical methods for solving these.
Literature: Lecture slides. Books:
Further reading:

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: Final grade is based on a group assignment (groups of two; 25%), and exam (75%).

Recommended prior knowledge: basic programming skills and mathematics (calculus and probability theory)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 1, block 5

Credits: 3 EC

Track-Specific Field Courses: Entrepreneurship, Innovation, Marketing Science & Human Resources

Data Driven Business Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Instructors: prof. dr. E. Masurel (VU), dr. A. Tomaselli (UvA)

Short subject description: The general aim of this course is to deliver knowledge about and insight in the relevance of entrepreneurship and innovation for data scientist as well as to develop their entrepreneurial skills.

Course content: Entrepreneurship is an increasingly important subject for students and professionals, also in the context of data sciences. The growing complexity of the data science sector and its accelerating dynamics urge professionals to think and act in an entrepreneurial way. In this course, entrepreneurship is defined in a broad sense, as ‘the creation, discovery and exploitation of value-adding opportunities’. This definition includes both independent (small) business ownership and intrapreneurship/corporate entrepreneurship (entrepreneurial activities undertaken within a large firm).

Course objective: After having finished this course successfully, the student is able to:
1. Master the obliged academic literature on entrepreneurship from the course.
2. Critically make use of theoretical foundations for practice-based ideas.
3. Think ‘out of the box’ concerning entrepreneurial ideas.
4. Approach entrepreneurial challenges with extra confidence.
5. Develop a business idea according the obligated criteria.
6. Thoroughly communicate the business plan in a short pitch.


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: sit-in written exam (3 hours; 75%, at least 5,0 required) and take-home assignment (25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 2, Block 2

Credits: 3 EC
Evidence Based Innovation Strategy

Instructor: prof. dr. E. Bartelsman (VU), dr. M. König (VU)

Short subject description:

Course content: Innovation is the engine of growth for firms and economies. Many competing theories have been put forward to guide decisions on scale, scope and timing of innovative investment as well as on strategies for research collaboration. In this class, we will present some of these models but also present the type of evidence that can be used to guide decisions and the methods for analyzing these data. The available data include from firm-level data on start-ups, innovative investment and growth, inventor-level data on inventor-firm linkages, patent and patent-citation data, firm-to-firm transaction data, data on adoption and diffusion of innovative products and services, and surveys on research collaborations. The course will follow the emerging literature in this area as it uses recent quantitative techniques to answer questions relevant to decision makers.

Course objective: Provide an exploration of quantitative research methods as used in recent academic literature on innovation strategy.

Literature: Selected papers from each of the topic areas.


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: assignments (25%) and empirical exam (75%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 2, Block 2

Credits: 3 EC

Marketing Science

Instructors: prof. dr. ir. B.G.C. Dellaert (EUR), prof. dr. S. Stremersch (EUR), dr. N.M. Almeida Camacho (EUR)

Short subject description: This course offers an overview of the econometric, statistical and behavioral foundations in the field of marketing science. It covers several substantive topics and discusses state-of-the-art methods that academic and industry marketers can use to make sense of ubiquitous market and consumer-level data (big data), as well as several state-of-the-art techniques for primary data collection (thick data).

Course content: This course introduces students to the field of marketing science which serves all those professionals - academics or practitioners - who answer important research questions in marketing using mathematical modeling. As such, marketing science draws upon solid econometric and statistical foundations that are common to other business data sciences. For example, we will discuss state-of-the-art econometric models and predictive analytics that firms can use to better understand their customers and optimize their marketing decisions.

Marketing science goes beyond purely predictive models with the goal of understanding customer and firm behavior. Students will find that this emphasis on cause-and-effect makes the field exciting and inherently interdisciplinary. For instance, we will be discussing how to draw upon theories from different fields (e.g., marketing, economics, psychology, and sociology) to build better mathematical models capable of generating more valuable customer and market insights.

Another related distinction between marketing science and other data sciences fields is that it goes beyond big data (i.e., data with high volume, velocity and variety) and also emphasizes thick data (i.e., in-depth data about customer and firm behavior, typically gathered through experiments, surveys or even qualitative methods), as well as the combination of both. Hence, in marketing science the ability to design and interpret primary research is a must. We will be discussing how to design, gather and use primary data to complement and enrich insights garnered through secondary data.
Course objective: After following this course students will have a deep understanding of the marketing science field, how it contributes to the generation of customer and market insights, as well as how they may possibly contribute to the field. Furthermore, students will be able to use theories from different disciplines, as well as primary data collection, to make better causal inferences and better predictions about customers and markets. Exposure to several interdisciplinary topics will also help students develop their creative skills and apply them in their own research, even if outside marketing science.

Literature: Lecture slides and selected papers

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: term paper as exam (85%) and assignments (15%)

Course entrance requirements: Econometrics

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 1, Block 5

Credits: 3 EC

Marketing performance

Instructor: dr. Pauwels (Northeastern University)

Short subject description: This course provides an introduction to seminal work on the return on marketing investment, as well as tools for developing new metrics.

Course content: With marketing budgets under fire, companies demand marketing managers to act fast based on hard facts, to drive profitable growth and cut waste at the same time. Data overload, media fragmentation and multi-channel management have all complicated the challenge for marketers to prove and improve marketing performance. This calls for new tools needed to measure and evaluate the return on marketing investment.

Course objective: After finishing this course, students will:
7. have a clear understanding on the theoretical underpinnings and methodological challenges related to the allocation of marketing expenditure, and the evaluation of their effectiveness
8. know how to measure and evaluate the return on marketing investment.

Literature: selected papers tbd.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: exam (75%) and assignments (25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 1, Block 5

Credits: 3 EC

Retailing and E-commerce

Instructors: dr. U. Konus (UvA), dr. J. Guyt (UvA)

Short subject description: Retailing and E-commerce will discuss current research methods and findings in the retailing sector (online as well as offline). This course will look at responses to marketing mix changes, multichannel customer management, conversion and attribution, as well as models of consumer experience-based learning and knowledge generalization.

Course content: This course will feature several main themes which will introduce the students to sophisticated statistical models. The main themes that will be discussed are “responses to marketing mix actions”, “consumer experience-based learning and knowledge generalization”, “multichannel customer management” and “conversion and attribution. Following these topics, students will familiarize themselves with (amongst others):
1. The use of aggregate level methods to quantify the market responses to marketing mix changes
2. Introduction into individual level choice models to measure consumer responses to marketing mix changes
3. Individual level choice model with Bayesian model of consumer learning
4. Individual level choice model with Bayesian model of consumer knowledge generalization

5. The use customer response and choice models in multichannel setting with time-dimension and multiple touchpoints/customer contact mediums (Panel Probit and Logit)

6. Model based customer segmentation: Latent Class Clustering and Regression models


Course objective: After this course the student should be able to conduct research in the retailing and E-commerce sector, as well as being able to evaluate and analyze state-of-the-art research being done in the field.


Assessment methods, grading and criteria: assignments (25%), and a final exam (75%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 2, Block 1

Credits: 3 EC

Social Media Data Analytics for Business

Instructor: dr. C.S. Bos (VU) and dr. I.D. Lindner (VU)

Short subject description: This course provides an overview on how to collect, analyze and interpret social media data for business strategies and research.

Course content: Social media data analysis is indispensable for businesses of all sizes. Social media provide a platform for customers to share reviews of products, they indicate directions in which the market develops and represent a powerful tool for marketing purposes. This course delves, hands-on, into the wealth of social media data which is readily available, and the manners in which this data can be collected, analyzed, and put to good use for business strategies and research. For this purpose, the course applies the advances in tools available, covering the use of sentiment analysis, basic machine learning and artificial intelligence for extracting the information in social media posts.

Course objective: After this course, students will be able to
1. Collect data from social media services such as Twitter and YouTube using Application Programming Interfaces (API’s) and basic web scrapers.
2. Clean, visualize and analyze data from various social media services.
3. Analyze textual comments for sentiments expressed in them.
4. Understand the theory of social media communication networks.
5. Identify trends for business strategies and set up models for research and development purposes.

Literature:
Literature tbd.
We will work with a blended learning approach such that we ask students to prepare classes by watching instruction clips.
Selected papers.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: exam (75%) and assignments (25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 2, block 2

Credits: 3 EC

Foundation of Human Resources

Instructor: dr. C.I.S.G. Lee (UvA)

Short subject description: This course covers the foundations of the Human Resources (HR) literature and the relationship between HR research and practice.
Course content: In this course, students learn about the origins of the field of Human Resource Management as well as the current state of the HR literature. This includes the key areas of strategic HRM, employee perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors, employment relations, international HRM, and employee assessment. From each area, the seminal and latest research will be read and discussed. Finally, students will be asked to write a review on a topic of their choice.

Course objective: Upon completion of this course, students will have an understanding of the:
1. Core topic areas and foundations of Human Resource Management;
2. Seminal works in the HR literature;
3. The current state of the HR literature.

Literature: Selected papers from each of the topic areas.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: six multiple-choice quizzes (25%) and one final individual assignment (75%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 1, Block 5

Credits: 3 EC

Foundation of Organizational Behaviour

Instructor: Prof. dr. S. N. Khapova (VU)

Short subject description: The course aims to introduce students to the leading concepts and current discussions in Organizational Behavior (OB). OB is a field of study that investigates the impact that individuals, teams/groups, and structure/context have on behavior within and across organizations for the purpose of applying such knowledge to how organisations can be effective, and in turn can facilitate productive and healthy employees’ participation.

Course content: Each week will be dedicated to a discussion on one of the following six topics that are relevant in current research on the ‘happy & productive worker’:
1. Leadership - Content and interrelationships of different types of leadership, including ethical leadership, transformational / charismatic leadership, and leadership / (employee) ‘followship’.
2. Employee proactive work behavior and citizenship (OCB, voice, initiative etc), as well as job crafting, self-effectuation, proactivity, and employability. What to do with more passive 'employees'?
3. Careers research, in particular employees interorganizational career mobility, global career mobility, and organizational learning / innovation.
4. Groups/teams - including teams research on team effectiveness, team processes, and team outcomes.
5. Diversity - from a multifaced perspectives of race, age, gender, identity, culture, but also work and career orientations.
6. Emotions and motivations - including passion, grit, perseverance, as well as fear and forgiveness, and how these lead to effective (or less effective) employees behaviors in organizations.

Course objective: Developing knowledge and understanding of the leading concepts and current discussions in OB research, and of how this guide future research directions.

Literature: Journals articles will be announced at a later stage.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: Students will be tested on their understanding of the leading concepts and current discussions in OB research, and on their judgement of the opportunities for the future research. Specifically, for each of the session, students will be asked to write a blog input guided by a learning question from the instructor (25%). The courses will be concluded with an open-questions exam (75%).

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 2, Block 1

Credits: 3 EC
HR Analytics

Instructor: dr. C.I.S.G. Lee (UvA)

Short subject description: The course HR Analytics covers the analytic approach to and statistical analysis of Human Resource (HR) data to the benefit of employee performance and the organization’s return of investment on human capital.

Course content: Most organizations today collect a wealth of data that could help improve employee performance. Still, only few succeed in using this data to improve business results. The phenomenon of Human Resource (HR) Analytics and the respective field(s) of research could potentially fill this void. HR Analytics gained traction in recent years as a movement that could let the HR profession evolve. Contrasting with the “soft” approach that was long associated with the HR, HR Analytics seeks to add value to the organization by leveraging analytical processes, a broad range of statistical techniques, and novel data sources. In this course, we learn how to use HR data and HR Analytics to improve business outcomes and make better HR decisions. Through a sequence of readings, lectures, cases, and experiential exercises, we learn what questions to ask, how to determine which methods to use, and how to publish HR Analytic research or communicate ideas effectively within in practice. We will be studying topics such as employee engagement, turnover, performance management, compensation, and recruitment & selection. We will be discussing issues regarding data quality, privacy, rigor, and utility analysis.

Course objective: Upon completion of this course, students will have an understanding of:

1. The key HR data and metrics and the respective sources or Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) from which they can commonly be obtained
2. How to apply different analytic techniques to address questions at the core of HR
3. The ethical and legal boundaries in HR Analytic research and practice
4. How to communicate theoretically sound and practical recommendations from HR Analytics to practitioners and scholars

Literature: Selected seminal papers and selected chapters from, amongst others:

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: a group video presentation (20%), four pass-fail individual assignments (40%), and one individual final paper (40%)

Course entrance requirements: Only accessible for students who successfully completed the course “Foundations of HR” or a comparable course or program.

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 2, Block 1

Credits: 3 EC

Prediction & Forecasting

Instructor: prof. dr. S.J. Koopman (VU)

Short subject description: Every decision in finance, business and economics has an impact on the future and therefore it ultimately must depend on forecasts. This course covers all the elementary and introductory knowledge necessary for analysing, modelling, prediction and forecasting time series using basic concepts in statistics and econometrics. The course discusses the main tools for making appropriate predictions and forecasts for a variety of problems: demand for goods, market shares, financial risk, energy prices, and macroeconomic variables such as inflation. Furthermore, it discusses signal extraction and extrapolation methods for high-dimensional data sets.
Course content:
1. Introduction and basic forecasting methods
2. Decomposition of time series: trend and seasonal effects
3. Exponential smoothing methods
4. Box-Jenkins models
5. What is a good forecast?
6. Kalman filter methods
7. Score-driven models
8. Signal extraction and extrapolation for many time series.

Course objective: To provide the student with the basic methods and insights for making successful data predictions and forecasts which are based on quantitative and judgmental methods; to provide the student with the latest developments in data prediction and forecasting.

Literature: book tba and selected papers

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: assignment (40%) and written exam (60%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): year 2, block 2

Credits: 3 EC

Track-Specific Field Courses: Logistics And Supply Chain

Social and Economic Network Analysis

Instructors: prof. dr. B.F. Heidergott (VU), dr. I.D. Lindner (VU)

Short subject description: This course provides an overview and synthesis of models and techniques for analyzing social and economic networks.

Course content: This course discusses the complex “connectedness” of social and economic relationships which is found in numerous incarnations: the rapid growth of the world-wide-web, the ease with which communication takes place, the fast spread of news and information as well as it’s impact on opinion formation and our society.

We start with an analytical toolbox of recognizing and analyzing patterns of network data. These tools show how to simplify complexity such as (1) global patterns (degree distributions, path lengths and the small world phenomenon, decomposition of networks), (2) segregation patterns (node types and homophily), (3) local patterns (clustering, transitivity, support) as well as (4) positions in networks (neighborhoods, centrality, influence measures). Next, we will discuss research on network formation and analyze how different model assumptions leave their characteristic footprint on network data. On the one hand, there is the large class of (growing) random networks models which explains a plethora of phenomena (rich-get-richer, small world, social media communication graphs). This class also serves as an important benchmark for identifying non-random properties of networks in which links are formed strategically (business relationships, co-author models). Hybrid models lie in between these two complementary approaches and are able to explain a large class of data (islands-connections model). Finally, we will discuss dynamic implications of the network structure in the context of (1) diffusion through networks (spread of information and diseases, financial contagion) as well as (2) learning and consensus formation on networks (imitation and social influence, wisdom of crowds). Key issues for both classes of dynamics are identifying key actors and their impact on aggregate behavior and beliefs. In particular, these methods allow to analyze the value of individuals in a collectivity (value of players in football teams).

Course objective: Students will learn fundamental concepts from social network theory that allow to (1) classify network data in terms of structural properties, (2) identify the underlying incentives of network
formation aggregate dynamics, and (3) derive context dependent measures and possible policy implications.

**Literature:**

Social and Economic Networks, Massive Open Online Course (MOOC), available at www.coursera.org. Note that the MOOC at coursera.org is free of charge unless you want to earn a certificate from coursera.org (which is not necessary for our course). All you have to do is open an account at coursera.org.  
Selected papers.

**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** sit-in written exam (3 hours; 50%, at least 5.0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (partly numerical computer work; 50%)

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 2, Block 1

**Credits:** 3 EC

---

**Economics and Management of Network businesses and markets**


**Short subject description:** This course addresses the analysis and management of network businesses and markets from the perspective of firms and society.

**Course content:** The course centers around the theme of networks in business and economics. We will discuss physical networks, such as those in transport, and non-physical networks, including internet-based platforms. We will address, from the business perspective as well as the societal viewpoint, phenomena such as network design, market power, congestion, economies of density, market failure, alliances, spillovers, equilibrium versus optimum, dynamics, nodes, gravity and agglomeration. We will discuss theory and empirics, presenting methodologies to study and analyze network (behavior) from both perspectives.

**Course objective:** After the course students are able to apply state-of-the-art methods from business and economic sciences to analyze network businesses and markets from the theoretical and empirical perspective. This includes having acquired fundamental insights into how the specific phenomena that characterize networks, and that differentiate these from non-network businesses and markets, affect the desirability of outcomes from the private and public perspective; which policies and strategies may be employed to optimize outcomes; and which theoretical and empirical techniques to use to answer these questions.

**Literature:** tbd

**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** sit-in written exam (3 hours; 50%, at least 5.0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (partly numerical computer work; 50%)

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** tbd

**Credits:** 3 EC

---

**Heuristic Optimization Methods**

**Instructors:** prof. dr. D. Vigo, prof. dr. J.A. Gromicho Dos Santos (VU)

**Short subject description:** Heuristics are an indispensable tool for anyone working in operations management. As problems arising in practice are often too hard to be solved exactly, heuristics offer an interesting alternative. This course allows students to distinguish problems that require heuristics to be solved efficiently and on how to design and develop heuristics optimization methods.
Course content: The main topics addressed in this course are classical heuristics to construct initial solutions, improvement heuristics based on structured local search and a variety of metaheuristic search strategies applied to both general optimization problems and distribution and routing problems in particular.

Course objective: A student who has met the learning objectives of the course will be able to:
1. Argue the applicability of heuristic optimization methods for different optimization problems within the Operations Management and Operations Research field
2. Distinguish heuristics in terms of efficiency, solution quality and other quantitative aspects
3. Develop and test heuristic optimization methods for a challenging practical problem under consideration.

Literature: tbd

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: sit-in written exam (3 hours; 50%, at least 5,0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (partly numerical computer work; 50%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): tbd

Credits: 3 EC

Integer Linear Programming


Short subject description: This course provides students with a thorough introduction to formulating and solving via integer linear programming decision-making problems arising in areas such as transportation, scheduling, and location.

Course content: The main topics addressed in this course are Integer Linear Programming, branch-and-bound, cutting planes, branch-and-cut, Lagrangian relaxation, and dynamic programming.

Course objective: A student who has met the learning objectives of the course will be able to:
1. Formulate a decision-making problem by using integer linear programming
2. Identify problems that can be formulated via dynamic programming, and develop dynamic programming recursions
3. Identify the most-common valid inequalities for MILP
4. Apply and design solution algorithms based on branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut.

Literature: tbd.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: sit-in written exam (3 hours; 75%, at least 5,0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (partly numerical computer work; 25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): tbd

Credits: 3 EC

Decomposition Methods

Instructors: dr. S. Dabia, dr. L. Stougie, dr. R. Roberti (VU)

Short subject description: The aim of the course is to allow students to solve complex large-scale optimization problems using decomposition algorithms.

Course content: Many combinatorial optimization problems arising in a variety of real-life applications can be modeled by using Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models. In principle, these models can be cast into a general-purpose MILP solvers to find optimal or near-optimal solutions. Nevertheless, such models are not suitable to solve many large-scale instances of the magnitude of real-life applications. In this case, the MILP models can be reformulated by using the main decomposition techniques: Dantzig-Wolfe,
Benders, and Lagrangean decomposition. By the end of this course students will be able to solve large-scale optimization problems using these three decomposition techniques.

Course objective: A student who has met the learning objectives of the course will be able to:

1. Analyze and formulate combinatorial optimization problems arising in different applications as Mixed Integer Linear Programming models.
2. Decompose MILP models by using Dantzig-Wolfe, Benders, and Lagrangean decomposition.
3. Assess and compare alternative reformulated models.

Literature: tbd

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: sit-in written exam (3 hours; 75%, at least 5,0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (partly numerical computer work; 25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): tbd

Credits: 3 EC

Other Field Courses

Social Science Genetics

Instructors: prof. dr. P.D. Koellinger, dr. R. de Vlaming (VU)

Short subject description: The course provides an overview of state-of-the-art methods that are used to study the genetic contributions to differences between people and how these genetic insights can be used in the social sciences.

Course content: After decades of scientific debate, a consensus has emerged that all human behavioral traits are partly heritable (i.e. they are affected to some degree by random genetic variation within families). Integrating genetic data into social-scientific research opens up new possibilities to (i) control for factors that are otherwise unobservable, (ii) to increase the statistical power of empirical analyses by absorbing residual variance in multiple regression analyses, (iii) to study the interactions of genetic factors and environmental exposures, (iv) to use random genetic differences among people to identify causal pathways, and (v) to better understand how social (dis)advantages are transferred across generations and how parents, peers, teachers, and policy makers can potentially alleviate or intensify such (dis)advantages. Collecting genetic data is now feasible at high speed and high accuracy at low costs. Thus, the time is now ripe to integrate genetic data into social-scientific research, benefitting from these recent technological developments and scientific break-throughs.

Course objective: Students will become aware of the relevance of genetic factors for human behavior and socio-economic outcomes. After the course, students will be familiar with state-of-the-art statistical methods that play an important role in genetic discovery studies. This includes genome-wide association, linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression, and genomic-relatedness-matrix restricted maximum likelihood (GREML) estimation. Furthermore, students will learn how to construct polygenic scores, how to use them in social-scientific research, and how to interpret the findings from genetically-informed empirical studies. Finally, students will learn programming skills in PLINK and UNIX that will enable them to work with large genetic datasets.

Literature: Selected papers

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: sit-in written exam (2 hours, 75%, at least 5,0 required) and 2 additional take-home assignments (25%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): tbd

Credits: 3 EC
Seminars, Research Clinic, Research Hackathon, Skills Workshops

Seminars

Instructor: professors of BDS affiliated research groups (EUR, UvA, VU)

Short subject description: Introduction of all research groups connected to the program and discussing relevant topics and research questions in the corresponding fields.

Course content: The seminars introduce the research groups at the three faculties to the first-year students. In the seminars, scholars relate ongoing research projects in their research groups. Attendance is mandatory and will be checked by means of attendance sheets. Signing off for fellow students is considered fraud and will disqualify the signee for the 1 ECTS for the seminars. After having attended all seminars in the series, students select a research topic and address a professor who is not teaching in the first year of the program. Students write a research proposal (2-3 pages) and discuss the proposal with the researcher.

Course objective:
1. Facilitate matching process between students and prospective supervisors
2. Introduce researchers and fields not (yet) encountered in classroom
3. Stimulate independent thinking about research ideas
4. Exercise academic writing and preparing for future grant applications
5. As a beneficial side effect, the students will have a writing sample to discuss in the academic writing skills course in the beginning of the second year.

Literature: n.a.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: Assessment: a research proposal (2-3 pages) and discuss the proposal with the researcher. Grading: pass/fail. Attendance and a pass for the research proposal required to obtain the 1 ECTS for the seminar series.

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 1, Block 1 to 4

Credits: 1 EC

Research Clinic

Instructor: (EUR, UvA, VU)

Short subject description: This course is designed to stimulate students to generate new research ideas drawing from the existing literature.

Course content: Identifying a relevant research question is not a trivial task. This course focuses on addressing a relevant problem statement. In many cases, the input for this research will be drawn from the existing literature, although it may also involve the use of computer-generated data. Its focus embraces aspects of business, and data science.

Literature: Selected papers and lecture notes.

Assessment methods, grading and criteria: assignments (100%)

Term (year, semester, block, etc): Year 2, Block 3-4

Credits: 8 EC

Research Hackathon

Instructor: tbd (EUR, UvA, VU)

Course content: Scholars and companies deal every day with large and big data. This course allows the students to put their knowledge to the test and apply it to different fields. They will analyze big data, identify possible solutions with the help of specialized second-year research master students or PhD students.
While during the first year, they will focus on different business problems, second-year students will dedicate their attention to the assignments related to their specialization.

**Course objective:** After the end of this course, students will:
1. Have applied the knowledge accumulated in their first year
2. Be exposed directly to the different fields’ problems
3. Fine-tune their research, programming, and data science skills

**Literature:** content of the courses provided in year 1, Block 0 to 4.

**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** assignments (100%).

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 1 and 2, Block 3.

**Credits:** 2 EC in Year 1, 3 EC in Year 2.

**Skills Workshops**

**Instructor:** tbd (EUR, UvA, VU)

**Short subject description:** This workshop series provides students with an overview of (1) scientific integrity, transparent algorithm and ethical data management issues, (2) the review process, (3) grant application procedures, and (4) academic presentations.

**Course content:** The skill workshop series enables students to fine-tune skills needed for a successful academic career. The series opens by tackling important issues related to the scientific integrity, transparent algorithm and ethical data management, which are highly relevant for a business data scientist. In the second year, practical aspects related to how to handle the review process, and grant applications will be discussed. In these workshops, writing and positioning skills are emphasized. The series closes with a workshop on presentation skills for research talks and conference presentations.

**Course objective:** This series of workshops have the primary objectives to:
1. Provide students with a solid understanding of scientific integrity issues and ethical data management
2. Understand and practice the review process, as author and reviewer
3. Understand and practice the grant application process
4. Fine-tune their academic presentation skills.

**Literature:** tbd.

**Assessment methods, grading and criteria:** assignments (100%).

**Term (year, semester, block, etc):** Year 1, Block 2; Year 2, Block 4.

**Credits:** 3 EC.

**Thesis**

The thesis is the final examination of the program and shows that the student is able to carry out research independently and to make a contribution to the scientific debate. The program aims at a thesis of exceptional quality and of such a level that, after further polishing, it can be published in an international scientific journal and/or be one of the papers to be included in the PhD thesis. The thesis is written under supervision of one of the institute’s research fellows.
The MPhil thesis procedure is the following:

I. Supervisor and commitment (December)
1. Second-year students should have found a thesis supervisor before the end of December.
2. Students and supervisors are requested to fill out the PhD proposal form and email the form. The PhD transfer form and the student’s grade list will be submitted to the supervisor’s department.

II. Defense (July/August)
3. Theses should be defended before the end of the academic year. If this is not feasible, enrollment with the host university for a 3rd year is required, including the payment of (part of) the tuition fee. This rule applies even when the defense date is scheduled in the beginning of September.
4. The thesis can only be defended if all other course work has been completed and graded.
5. As soon as the supervisor considers the thesis ready for defense the supervisor informs TI by sending an email. The Director of Graduate Studies will establish the assessment committee. The committee consists of the supervisor(s) and at least two other committee members who were not involved in the supervision. As a rule, at least one committee member is from a different university than the thesis supervisor.
6. The thesis is defended before the thesis committee in a public meeting, announced on BDS’ website. The student sets a date for the defense in consultation with the committee members, books a room and informs BDS about the date, time and venue of the defense. One week before the defense the thesis (including a word version of the abstract) must be sent to and to the committee members.
7. Before the defense, all committee members who are not the supervisor summarize in an email their opinion of the quality and level of the MPhil thesis, including a suggestion for a grade. These emails have to be sent to the other committee members and to the DGS before the defense date.
8. Grading of the thesis is done by the committee members who are not the supervisor(s) of the thesis.
9. The defense is a public seminar and takes one hour.

III After the thesis defense
10. Forms to be handed in by a committee member to the BDS office:
- The assessment form, completed and signed by all committee members;
- The feedback form, completed and signed by the supervisor;
- First page of the plagiarism check report, signed by the supervisor.
Copies of the completed assessment form and feedback form are given to the student by the BDS office.

Matching to an MPhil thesis and possible PhD thesis supervisor
Together, the three faculties have a number of three-year PhD employment positions available to offer to students who successfully complete the MPhil program. Students are advised to check with their prospective MPhil thesis supervisor under what conditions they can transfer to a paid PhD position with that same supervisor. Students are also encouraged to investigate externally funded PhD opportunities available at the schools. To facilitate this, potential supervisors present to BDS students their externally funded PhD projects.

Ideally, second-year students match up with an MPhil thesis supervisor before the end of December. Students should inform BDS as soon as they have found an MPhil thesis supervisor.